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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

Management style document. 
                                          by John Cleal (www.fishinfo.co.nz/VMPs.htm) 
Vessel Management Plan - Individual vessel operators 
maybe an unusual name for a record how they agree to meet 
seabird vessel-specific incidental these standards. Operators list 

From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross, catch mitigation procedure but the mitigation equipment, offal 
MBE (Mighty Big Eater) has proven a very successful control equipment and crew 

seabird mitigation method. Its procedures they will use to meet I am racking my brain here at HQ on how to 
success is mainly due to it being these standards. Version 1 reduce net captures. I could just fire-off an 
tailored to each vessel and the email telling the cousins to keep out of the drafted in Nov 2005: only for the 
crew taking responsibility to net, but when it comes to 'free - feeds' I squid fleet during the squid trawl 
operate to their vessel specific have no control over my 'flock' (bit like Phil season;  3  d i f ferent  VMP 

Goff really What!?) best practice capability.  The total templates, one for each type of 
Most casualties are now net captures, acceptance and participation by trawler based on their factory 
diving cousins especially. These clowns the deepwater vessel operators processes. The main goal was to 
swim into the mouth of trawls and get and crew, along with ongoing reduce offal falling ahead of 
trapped and drowned. Us 'big boys' aren't training and feedback loops, warps to reduce the risk of warp 
silly enough to dive into the nets, but we ensures success. collisions.
can get tangled in big meshes on the In 2005/06 MFish expressed a Version 2 drafted in Aug 2006: 
surface.  desire to impose offal control only for the squid fleet and 
 The panda lovers at WWF are running regulations to prevent trawlers season; introduced weekly 
their “Smart Gear” competition again over 28 metres in length from seabird capture reporting and 
($US30, 000 is up for grabs) to find ways to continuously discharging offal. 'Significant Notable Captures' 
reduce unwanted interactions while Earlier that year the Ministry had reporting,  the first step towards 
fishing. Albert says “Get into this regulated the use of 'seabird 'trigger” reports and real-time 
fishermen! Have a go!” Chris Carey (my scaring' devices in an effort to incident management.  

rdmate, Captain Carefree) won 3  prize a reduce seabird warp collisions. During this period DOC lead the 
few years ago so anyone has a chance The stability and safety of the way working with industry in 
what!? How do you give a captain writer's vessel and its crew is influenced testing a variety of mitigation and 
cramp? Go to sea with a MFish observer, by the vessel's ability to discharge offal control methods. The results 
who collects 1kg of sponge every tow for a water, offal and fish waste from its of sea trials have been used to 
month! The captain has to write it all up - decks. This is at the discretion of upgrade the VMP processes and 
4/5 pages of Non-Fish/Protected Species the captain. Each vessel is standards. 
Catch Return. If the observer collects the different and it was unlikely MFish Version 3, May 2007: this was a 
sponge why don't they write it all down! But could regulate one effective and major upgrade - a single template 
wait! They do! Why give it all to the captain useful rule for offal control across suitable for all classes of factory 
to write up again?! When the vessel sails an entire fleet - but that didn't stop trawler was introduced, including 
without an observer do you think the crew them from trying! The DeepWater those targeting fin-fish year-
are pottering about with a bucket collecting Group Ltd (DWG) proposed a round. Reporting on trigger 
sponge all trip? What a waste of time! Hey! new operational system allowing points was introduced in which a 
Mr Key! If you need to save a few bucks, each vessel to manage its own set number of captures triggers 
start with the chattering classes who offal discharges tailored to suit its the requirement for the vessel 
demand the collection, data entry, filing processing operat ion and captain and vessel operator to 
and reporting on all that sponge! They're equipment. Standards were set to engage with the DWG for 
'sponging' off the system!! ensure a basic benchmark level support. A requirement to carry a 

that everyone had to achieve! The secondary mitigation device was Chow Albert template is based on a Safe Ship 

The VMP; poor acronym, great 
sytem!                          



also added. This to be deployed 

during high-risk periods. 

September 2008. Fresh fish trawler 

version 1: the VMP was extended to 

all trawlers over 28m. This version is 

much simpler, in line with the 

reduced risks associated with 

vessels landing mainly whole fish 

and discharging very little offal.

A n  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  t r a i n i n g  

programme was also implemented 

(supported by DoC, MFish, SITO and 

DWG). Each vessel crew took part in 

training so that the VMP standards, 

and how best to meet and maintain 

them, was passed directly to those 

who would be having to implement 

them.. 

level.  'Real-time' advice is then sent Version 4 August 2009 (the factory 
back to the captain!vessel current version): Improved 
Richard Wells was sponsored by standards were added. Holding all 
Southern Seabirds Solutions (SSS) offal and fish waste for the period 
to travel to South Africa. Hosted by while hauling and shooting was 
WWF in South Africa, he introduced introduced, along with not mending 
the VMP system to deepwater vessel mid-water nets while partly in the 
operators there and it is currently water. MFish and the DWG also 
being modified to suit their vessels developed a VMP review form to be 
and fisheries. Prior to that, the completed at sea by MFish 
Aussies got to 'borrow' the VMP observers. Their observations and 
concept, no doubt soon they will comments provide much needed 
claim it was their idea! (like the verification on vessel performance.
pavlova). The South East Trawl The review information is then sent 
fisheries management area has back to the DWG and onto the 
introduced a simpler version of the vessel operator and captain, so 
VMP for its wet-boat trawl fleet.everyone can see how well the 
The VMP is basically a risk vessel is managing to meet the 
management system. There's standards. Vessel operators also 
nothing particularly clever about the carry out an annual review and, if 
standards, which are all based on required, make changes to their 
well-known seabird mitigation VMP to keep it 'in tune' with 
methods focussed on offal, the key onboard procedures etc. MFish 
seab i r d  a t t r ac tan t .  I t ' s  t he  also reviews how well each vessel 
implementation and at-sea execution has managed its VMP as part of the 
and verification that the standards are vessel registration conditions. 
being followed at sea, that makes all Reporting requirements are crucial 
the difference! We lead the world in to the system’s success, with 
seabird mitigation and the VMP is a 'trigger points' requiring the captain 
la rge par t  o f  that  success.  to contact shore for advice when 
Congratulations to all involved.capture numbers reach the trigger 
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To learn more go to www.albertross.co.nz and pick up this month’s issue

WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

These are large birds that become 
whiter as they mature.

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”

If you know the name of this bird then 
email your answer, name, postal 

address and date of publication to 
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

The cousin of last month:
 White Chinned Petrel


